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New products on the way.
True to the mo o “New year – new products”, also the new decade brings three very special
AUSTRIALPIN treats for you. In stock as of now: Our hard shell helmets SHELL.DON and SHELL.DON
PARK as well as our ROCKIT Mixed set in great new colors. Get ready for the upcoming climbing
season!”

SHELL.DON / SHELL.DON PARK, climbing
helmet
The new SHELL.DON hardshell helmet has an
impact‐proof ABS outer shell and a
comfortable head band with a padded
removable and washable fleece. In contrast to
the SHELL.DON, the inner parts of the
SHELL.DON PARK are easy to clean, which
makes it the perfect helmet for climbing
courses or adventure parks with alterna ng
use.
Both helmets have a rotary knob for easy size
adjustment.
ARTICLE # SHELL.DON: HS06‐B (blue), HS06‐G
(grey)
ARTICLE # SHELL.DON PARK: HS07‐W (white)
PRICE: 28,50 € (SHELL.DON) / 25,90 €
(SHELL.DON PARK)
RRP: 54,90 € (SHELL.DON) / 49,90 €
(SHELL.DON PARK)
NORM: EN 12492:2012
MADE IN: Italy
find out more about the SHELL.DON
find out more about the SHELL.DON PARK
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ROCKIT Mixed set of 5, quickdraw set
The new colors of the ROCKIT Mixed set: The
upper straight snapgate ROCKIT is anodized in
poppy pink while the lower wiregate ROCKIT
is anodized in bright blue. It is the first me
we anodized the full ROCKIT Mixed Set.
Anodizing means addi onal protec on for the
carabiner to extend its life me.
ARTICLE #: QG11X‐IBT.5
PRICE: 42,70 €
RRP: 84,50 €
BREAKING LOAD: 26 kN
NORM: EN 12275:2013 (B)
MADE IN: Austria

ROCKIT, carabiner
The all‐purpose ROCKIT with wiregate which
graces the new ROCKIT Mixed set has been
anodized for the first me, which oﬀers
addi onal protec on for the carabiner to
extend its life me.
ARTICLE #: KG01BL‐B
PRICE: 3,60 €
RRP: 6,90 €
BREAKING LOAD: 26 kN
NORM: EN 12275:2013
MADE IN: Austria
find out more

COMING SOON!
Just recently AUSTRIALPIN extended its PAPNU chalk bag line with the lightest chalk bag on earth ‐
the PAPNU HELI.UM. However, we wouldn't be AUSTRIALPIN if we hadn't already worked on more
fresh designs of our chalk bags made of paper. Be sure to see two more unique PAPNU Performance
designs in the following months!
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The new Data Protec on Law of the European Union (GDPR) sets new standards for the transparency and
responsibility of companies which work with and process personally provided data. We take this opportunity to
inform you about the protec on of your personal data as well as about the rights you have as regards receiving
this newsle er.
The protec on of your data of great importance to us. Thus, it goes without saying that the personal data you
provide us with is not supplied to any third party. You can at any me make use of your right to correct
(update) the data, obtain informa on regarding the data or delete the data. Simply send us an e‐mail with your
specific request to datenschutz@austrialpin.at.
In what context, to what extent and for which purposes we and our business associates process the data
obtained from you, can be found in our Data Protec on Declara on.
If you want to unsubscribe from this newsle er, please send uns an e‐mail.

with best regards
your AUSTRIALPIN team
AUSTRIALPIN GmbH, Industriezone C 2a, A‐6166 Fulpmes
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